My 72 hours
By Katrina Smith (a very grateful client)

April 2018

A diary of my frizz free adventure 
Pros


Day one (Tues)
Application appointment took

Could definitely cope with

just over two hours. As

going to work on the day

always it's a pleasure to spend

after application; perhaps

time at Style being pampered

even day two. Day three

and with great company

might require a paper bag!

(thanks Danni).
Main difference was that it
Hair felt a bit stiff to the touch

felt fairly normal (if you

but otherwise great and didn't
look as if it had tons of hair

didn’t touch it) and wasn't
By evening I was conscious

heavy, or excessively greasy

of the product's distinctive

looking. There was also no
itchiness.

Thank you so much for inviting me to be your
tester!

Cons


product on it. Hair felt much

smell. Not unpleasant but

I’m struggling to think of

more "free" moving than with

noticeable. Brushed hair to

anything. My eyes stung a

the Nanokeratin which feels

keep it straight and feeling

little during the application

quite “heavy” on your head.

less stiff.

(straightening stage) but
cleared up within minutes

Overall


As long as the results last as
long I would definitely
choose this product again.

Day Two (Weds)

Getting me down only
because it's a nice sunny day
and I can't tie it up.

This is after the first wash by
me; still lots of volume.

Just brushed and straightened
and not looking greasy at all.
Still a bit sticky to touch with
fingers but feels normal
otherwise.

Roll on tomorrow when the 72
hours will be up!

I wasn't aware of the product
at all during the day other
than remembering to avoid
the rain!

Wash Day (Fri)
Sadly no pics taken but I am

Day three (Thurs)

very happy with the results.

A little reminder of how it

Soft, shiny and very frizz

could look when I’d just dried

free.

it myself…admittedly I didn’t

OK, so now it's starting to

use a brush here!

look and feel a bit manky!
However it's not driving me
too crazy because it doesn't

And finally….)

The days following….

feel heavy on my head and

It’s such a treat to simply get

isn’t itchy.

out of bed, brush & go!
My work colleagues all
commented on how shiny it
looks.
Previously Nanokeratin has
sometimes left my hair too
straight in the first few weeks.
This time I still have lots of
volume.

